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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ionosphere is plasma that occurs at a 80-600 km altitude due to solar radiation ionizing the neutral atmosphere. My research this summer focused on the upper layer of this plasma, specifically, how to model its activity. One of the parameters we can use to characterize a plasma is electron number density, the number of electrons in a unit volume. What I have on the right is a plot of monthly averaged electron density variations at Jicamarca cation at 1pm.  It has a roughly 11 year period, like the sun, along with strong seasonal variations.



Model Basics
● Local Empirical Model of Nm at F2 layer (NmF2)
● Uses 
● data as observations

Solar proxy(w/ 2 day lag)

Geomagnetic proxy

Interaction terms

Seasonal variation

Model:
Linear combination of 
predictors based on 
ionosonde data

NmF2 Predictions

Evaluate Predictions: with 
metrics or residual analysis

Alter Predictors

Predictors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P values show if coefficients are significant



Data for the Model

● Ionosondes are radars that probe 
the ionosphere by sweeping  a 
signal across HF frequencies

● Plasma has a critical frequency 
where it will reflect EM waves

● Frequency gives us number density

● Model was constructed using 
global ionosonde data from GIRO 
and WDC NICT 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GIRO- Global Ionosonde Radio ObservatoryDatabase of different ionosondes maintained by Umass LowellWDC NICT - World Data Center, National Institute for Communication and Technology



Creation of Metrics

● We needed a way to evaluate the model performance
● Metrics are quantitative data -model comparisons
● Allow for greater physical insights than just qualitative observations and comparisons

Accuracy Precision

Skill ScoreAssociation

Bias
Metrics: RMSE, MAPE
How to Read: The lower the bet ter
Tells us: how close predict ions are to 
observations

Metrics: PR, modeling yield
How to Read: if <1,  model 
underpredicts
Tells us: how close the ranges of 
values are

Metrics: SSPB, MPE, Mean error
How to Read: 0 is ideal, if <0, model 
underpredicts
Tells us: if model systematically 
under/over predicts

Metrics: R, R2

How to Read: The closer to 1, the 
bet ter
Tells us: if predict ions follow trends 
of observations

Metrics: PE, SSMSE
How to Read: >0, bet ter, <0, doing 
very poorly, =0, nearly identical
Tells us: how two models compare in 
a given metric

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Accuracy is how close the predicted values are to the observationCorrelation is how well the model follows the direction of the dataPrecision is if it is getting the same range of valuesBias is positive or negative: are we overpredicting or underpredicting?Skill is a comparison metric. How well are two models doing compared to one another when it comes to prediction?



Observations from Metrics
● Metrics were divided into high, 

low and medium solar activity 
(50, 75 percentile)

● Calculated metrics in quiet time 
ionosphere, no geomagnetic 
storms (KP>3)

● Metrics are calculated for every 
hour of a month, eg. all the 
values at 1pm in January, for 
every year

● Does it hold for different 
locations?

WAKKANAI Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kp is one of our geomagnetic proxies. Anything above kp3 is considered a geomagnetic stormYou might be asking why in the world I calculated at monthly values, originally daily values. It was so that I could see seasonal variations in these metrics.



Metric Comparison of Training and Test Data
● One of the first tasks I did was to 

attempt to compare the training and 
test data metrics

● Training data outperforms test data, but 
we still don’t know why

Data

Training Data 
is used to 
create model

Model tries 
to predict 
test data

80%

20%

WakkanaiJicamarca



● FISM2 is main solar EUV  model used, made of different 
wavelengths. Currently using (0-105.05 nm)

● Previous research shows that our models driven with 
FISM2 outperform our models driven with f10.7

● Compare the time series of observations vs each 
wavelength of FISM2 using cross correlation analysis, 
which shows how two time series correlate (have ) and 
what the lag between these correlations is.

● The goal was to see which wavelengths had the most in 
common with the observations

● Helped me decide which wavelength bands and lags to 
try in model formulation

● Most common band across locations: 0-60 nm, lag of 1-3 
days

Model Performance of Different FISM BANDS

(days)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Locations with similar latitudes did not follow same lag pattern



Conclusions about Wavelength Bands

● Research often comes with 
result that isn’t exciting

● The metrics painted a picture: 
the wavelength bands do not 
have that great of an effect on 
final predictions

● Skill Score values were very 
small and mostly negative, 
indicating same or worse 
performance

● 0-105.05 remains the 
wavelength band used in model

● Wuhan, Austin, Eglim, 
Wakkanai, Yamagawa, 
Jicamarca



Residual Analysis

● Residuals - difference between prediction 
and observation

● Periodicities in residuals reveal what is still 
missing from model, or couldn’t be accounted 
for.

● Lomb Scargle - Helps to find periodicities in 
residuals for unevenly spaced data

● 11 year periodicity remaining

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If 11 year periodicities remain, that means your formulation of solar activity is not appropriateleast squares fitting of sinusoids based on x2 goodnessFAL- false alarm, 90% confidence to reject white noise, 99%Green curve is stratospheric winds, group is interested in 2 year period and to see if winds affect NmF2



Summary

● Empirical model is striving to predict NmF2 in non-stormy ionosphere
● I spent my summer developing and testing various metrics to compare model versions
● I used the metrics to evaluate the model, specifically its solar proxies
● I looked for better bands of FISM2 but did not find any
● Widespread adoption of different metrics used for evaluation is a goal for scientific 

community
● We can use residuals to find any remaining periodicities in the model

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Putb in research conclusions



Future Work

● Continue residual analysis to find signals
● Continue using metrics to compare model performance 
● Investigate FISM2 wavelengths at different time periods

○ Evaluation of FISM2 bands was done  for all time periods
○ Evaluation at shorter time periods might reveal better results

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For a small result you have to work alot
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Questions?
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